Case Study :
Real time Churn Propensity Driven CRM

Insurance
Client Context
A UK motor vehicle insurance company wanted their agents to have a deeper understanding of their
customers when they interacted for customer service requests like claims and renewal processing.

Value Delivered

Process Area

30%

60%
Reduction in customer
churn

Insurance Renewal Processing

Improvement in customer
experience ratings

Business Challenges
• The vehicle insurer was experiencing a drop in renewal rates and wanted to implement a nonintrusive solution to address that.
• The customer journeys were across multiple channels - web, mobile and call center, and there
were disparate systems (policy application and approval, claims management, CRM).

Solution
Leveraging the e.IQ platform, we integrated the disparate processes through the customer lifecycle.
We built and integrated a prediction model to calculate a real-time propensity for customers to
churn when they called customer service for renewal requests. Based on this predicted score, the
agent could offer a lower premium or other favorable terms to ensure renewal.
• Non-intrusive automation with minimal change to the existing process and technology deployment
for the Agents and Supervisors.
• Reusable components for Agent workflow and Business Rules to accelerate rollout of the solution.
• Integration with CRM and enterprise collaboration tools achieved using the pre-built platform
connectors.
End-to-end automation within e.IQ
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e.IQ Platform Overview
Low-Code, No-code Hyperautomation Enablement Platform
Process Flows
Automate enterprise workflows and create
seamless customer and user journeys quickly.

Event Flows
Process and analyse events in real time to predict
real-time threats and identify opportunities.

Decision Automation
Simplify complex decision logic to make accurate
decisions in changing business environments.

Analytics and Reporting
Derive actionable insights for your business with
robust analytics and present data in rich reports.

Data Flows
Handle structured and unstructured data with
an easy drag-and-drop functionality.

Cognitive Capabilities
Embed intelligence in the handling of process
and data attributes using dynamic ML models.

Enterprise Connectors
Integrate with business-critical systems quickly
using pre-built and custom connectors.

Web Apps
Create visually appealing and dynamic web
applications using new or pre-built templates.

Mobile Apps
Create enterprise mobile applications that can work
online or offline.
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